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MENTAL MODELS RESOURCES 

• Here are several resources to check out to get large "pre-made" lists of mental models

• Farnam Street Mental Models

• https:/ /www.farnamstreetblog.com/mental-models/

• Satal Niveshak Mental Models

• http:/ /www.safalniveshak.com/mental-models/

• Videos

• Charlie Munger on 27 Mental Models of Pscyhology

• https:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqzcCfUglws

• Books

• Poor Charlie's Alamanc

• http:/ /amzn.to/2e8TFnO

• Seeking Wisdom (serious meat)

• http:/ /amzn.to/2eSEzRe

• Pebbles of Perception

• http:/ /amzn.to/2ejvcbk

• Personal MBA

• http:/ /amzn.to/2eSHn01

https://www.farnamstreetblog.com/mental-models/
https://www.safalniveshak.com/mental-models/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqzcCfUglws
https://www.amazon.com/Poor-Charlies-Almanack-Charles-Expanded/dp/1578645018/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&qid=1476908980&sr=8-1&keywords=poor+charlie%27s+almanack&linkCode=sl1&tag=matbodsblo-20&linkId=4af7c1a1d59680c04aa730798a906dde
https://www.amazon.com/Seeking-Wisdom-Darwin-Munger-3rd/dp/1578644283/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&qid=1476909809&sr=8-1&keywords=seeking+wisdom&linkCode=sl1&tag=matbodsblo-20&linkId=4834efa57f01828fb9081fac3d3c8b68
https://www.amazon.com/Pebbles-Perception-Good-Choices-Difference/dp/1502458578/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&qid=1476909855&sr=8-1&keywords=pebbles+of+perception&linkCode=sl1&tag=matbodsblo-20&linkId=3ead0773cda5700e43edcf01ca516794
https://www.amazon.com/Personal-MBA-Master-Art-Business/dp/1591845572/ref=as_li_ss_tl?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1476910041&sr=1-1&keywords=personal+mba&linkCode=sl1&tag=matbodsblo-20&linkId=93928e57bc19d082f01e1e136486fe92






















THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING 
The more time and energy you invest in your decision-making ability, the more it continues to build and build on 

itself by harnessing the power of compounding (a mental model, which we will discuss in a moment). 

It cascades through everything you do. It's not incremental growth in your knowledge, it's exponential 

growth. Einstein described the power of compounding as the "eighth wonder of the world" -and if you've 

ever crunched some numbers on a compound interest calculator you know how powerful compounding can 

be over time. 

If you get 1 % better at thinking-at understanding how the world works, how human behavior works, how 

economic systems function, and understanding your own brain-that 1 % improvement impacts every

thing you do. You're not just going to benefit at work, but when you deal with your spouse, or negotiate the 

purchase of a new car, or decide where to invest your savings. Your entire life is essentially a long chain of 

decisions. 

These small incremental improvements in decision-making aren't noticeable at first, but they eventually 

result in a huge transformation in how you think, act, and understand the world. 

Here's a quote from Warren Buffett, when asked what the key to success was he pointed to a stack 

of books and said: 

'' 

Read 500 pages like this every day. 

That's how knowledge works. It builds 

up, like compound interest. All of you 

can do it, but I guarantee not many 

of you will do it. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/11/16/warren-buffetts-reading-routine-could-make-you-smarter-suggests-science.html


A key piece of building a compounding machine of knowledge-that over time will let you vault over almost everyone on 

the planet in terms of sheer brain power -is focusing on knowledge that doesn't change or changes very slowly over time. 

Many people focus their time and energy on learning rapidly changing tactics, the minutiae, highly specific actions and 

pieces of advice without a broader context. As Sun T zu once said "tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat" and 

Ralph Waldo Emerson said: 

'' 

As to methods, there may be a million 

and then some, but principles are few. 

The man who grasps principles can 

successfully select his own methods. 

The man who tries methods, ignoring 

principles, is sure to have trouble. 

People gobble up the latest article "10 Things You Can Do To Improve Your Email Opt-In Rate" but the problem with 

studying knowledge like that is that it changes-it doesn't give you something to build up and build upon over time-in 

18 months all of the advice in that article will be useless. 

But if you flip that, if you study the strategy-spend your time mastering the core principles that underpin psychology and 

human behavior, reading things like the book Influence by Robert Cialdini-you can invent marketing tactics on the fly

because you understand the bigger picture. And that knowledge changes very slowly over time-it's a core foundation 

that you can build upon and grow from. 

This also means that the best kind of knowledge to focus on and spend your time investing in is not ephemeral junk like 

facebook, twitter, and buzzfeed, but the core pillars of human knowledge and the major academic disciplines, which brings 

us to the principle of Worldly Wisdom. 

https://www.amazon.com/Influence-Psychology-Persuasion-Robert-Cialdini/dp/006124189X


https://www.amazon.com/Charlie-Munger-Complete-Investor-Publishing/dp/023117098X/
https://www.amazon.com/Personal-MBA-Master-Art-Business/dp/1591845572/


https://www.amazon.com/Seeking-Wisdom-Darwin-Munger-3rd/dp/1578644283/


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compound_interest
https://www.cardschat.com/poker-odds-expected-value.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9Lo2fgxWHw
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/her/evolution-and-natural-selection/a/darwin-evolution-natural-selection
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/her/evolution-and-natural-selection/a/darwin-evolution-natural-selection
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